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Day 1 

 
Umoja (Unity) 

 
 

 

 
	  



Thoughts on Black/Brown unity: A poem by Pablo Paredes & 
Ericson Amaya  
 
I’m thinking of how we all know the name of that great big ship 
that took the lives of 
and yet immortalized 1500 Brits 
in a body of water we call the Atlantic 
Yes, the Titanic 
I’m thinking of how it makes’ me sick!!! 
Yes! Sick! 
that below the surface 
never to be unearthed is 
a scathing commentary 
on our humanity 
See those British bodies landed in a 
a crowded cemetery 
Black corpses that didn’t go on cruises 
they were ripped 
from their mother land’s hip 
And a hundred and fifty years since 
Who among us knows the name of a single slave ship 
But we all got emotional when Rose let Jack’s finger tips slip. 
See WHITE life and love matter so much we memorize scripts 
and easily access Hollywood clips 
so that the words slide so smooth from our lips 
that we don’t notice OUR histories.... are eclipsed 
  
I’m trying to forget images of brown people with bongs 
of cheach and chong 
Of hard Taco shells from Taco Bell disguised as my culture 
I’m tired of Gang bangers being the only representation of ME on TV 
I’m wondering why there had to be a Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2 AND 3 
I’m wondering why Narcos is the only Spanish word some people know 
Why Cancun and Acapulco are the only places in Mexico that most people go 
I’m thinking of El Chapo Guzman 
and Pablo Escobar 
And how familiar they are 
I’m not just a picky media consumer complaining 
I’m talking about my people hunted on National Geographic for pure entertainment 



Border Wars took Crocodile Hunter’s place when Steve Irwin passed 
And the sad reality is you know his name, but brown people are buried in mass 
Mass graves, mass suffering mass PAIN 
500 migrantes die each year crossing the Sonora desert and we don’t know a single 
name? 
See, we mourn white death as national tragedies from Columbine, Sandy Hook 
But the media silence around every life that La Bestia, el desierto y la migra took 
is so loud it drowns out our screams, our dreams 
11 million migrants, 90,000 children and all the suffering in between 
  
I’m thinking of how the Media labels my brown brothers 
Illegal 
While my darker tone kinfolk get branded 
Criminal 
I'm thinking of Sheriff Bull Connor and Joe Arpaio 
I think they shared the same bio 
  
I’m thinking of the killing of Ruben Salazar and Brother Martin 
I'm thinking of Jose Elena Rodriguez and Trayvon Martin 
I’m thinking of Anastacio Rojas and Oscar Grant 
I wanna say the things to their daughters that Anstacio and Oscar can’t 
The struggle is real, and what we feel 
has gone on for centuries 
from the plantations to the penetentiaries 
from Braceros to Jornaleros 
Enslaved and encaged 
in the service of gueros 
  
4 block cells designed to maintain us ...Separate 
Ching Ching 
4 Block cells designed to turn pain ...into profit 
Ching Ching 
  
Caught up in brand names that brand us 
Bling Bling 
This Gouchie, This Louie, this Fendi 
And while we keep spending 
Ching Ching 
  
Our people are fitted in Ankle Bracelets and Hand cuffs 
Bling Bling 



Once you locked up, you LEARN who makes all this stuff 
Ching ching 
  
I’m thinking of In Lak ‘Ech  - Mayan Precept 
I’m feeling Ubuntu -  South African Concept 
Tu Eres Mi otro Yo - “I am because we are 
You are my other me -  we are because I am.” 
  
Black Brown Community 
Let’s Build Unity 
  
Vamos Mi gente Sumense 
Unete 
  
Black Brown Comunity 
Let’s Build Unity 
Vamos Mi gente Sumense 
Unete !  
I’m thinking of peoples who built pyramids 
And developed hieroglyphs 
I’m thinking of Capoeira and Bomba Dancers, 
I'm thinking of brown berets along side Black Panthers  
I’m thinking of Emory Douglas the minister of culture 
And malaquias montoya and the power of a Poster 
I'm thinking of the Freedom riders and the Undocu-Bus.  
I’m thinking the system can’t handle us 
I’m thinking of how to stop SB 1070 and Stop and frisk 
I’m thinking Of 67 Sueños and SNCC 
I'm thinking that Harriet Tubman was the first Coyote 
I’m thinking of Candied Yams and Camote 
Of Blues and Corridos 
Break dancing y Quebradita 
I’m thinking of Scarab Beatles and Monarchitas 
  
I’m thinking of In Lak ‘Ech  - Mayan Precept 
I’m feeling Ubuntu -  South African Concept 
Tu wres mi otro yo - “I am because we are 
You are my other me -  we are because I am. 
  
Black Brown Community 
Let’s Build Unity 



  
Vamos Mi gente Sumense 
Unete 
  
Black Brown Comunity 
Let’s Build Unity 
Vamos Mi gente Sumense 
Unete 
  
In Lak’Ech Ubuntu 
 
Poem: https://www.afsc.org/friends/thoughts-blackbrown-unity-poem 
  



Activity 
 

• Read “Thoughts on Black/Brown unity: A poem by Pablo Paredes & Ericson 
Amaya”.  

 
• After hearing poem, write a short paragraph or poem about what you believe 

the importance of unity is.  
 

• Do not read until day 6. 
 
Materials  
 

• Paper 
• Pens/pencils 

 
	   	  



 
 

Day 2 
 

Kujichagulia (Self-Determination) 
 
 
 
 	  

	  

	   	  



Self-Determination by Mlou 
 
I will paint my way through pain, 
losing myself in pathways  
of my own imagination, 
making doorways of escape 
where there were none, 
changing stark vistas 
to invitations in green, to waters 
that glimmer with promise, 
cool and life-filled. 
 
If I stumble on a root,  
I will blank it out 
and replace it with a flower.   
I would be a tree 
that bends with seasons, 
acknowledging their influence, 
the weight of them upon me. 
If the shell of myself 
be hollow, I will fill it up, 
brush in whatever I choose to be. 
I am the artist; I am the canvas. 
I will make of me 
what I will. 
 
Poem: https://allpoetry.com/poem/7310194-Self-Determination-by-Mlou 
  



Activity 
 
Game night! We will challenge ourselves with difficult riddles and mind games. 
Winners will receive a prize on Day 6. 
  

• Game 1: Everyone write down five trivia questions about themselves that the 
rest of the group may not know (e.g. What is my favorite color?). Take turns 
asking the questions aloud as the other players write the answers on a sheet 
of paper. Whoever gets the most questions correct wins a prize. 
 

• Game 2: There is a print out of one word search. Each person will be timed to 
see who can find the word the fastest. Winner gets a prize. (options: 
http://knowledgemouse.com/km/puzzles/25; 
http://www.whenwewordsearch.com/word_search/health_issues/170/wor
d_search.jsp) 
 

• Game 3: Write down 5 goals you would like to accomplish in 2017. Do not 
share them. (This game can be done while people are taking turns with the 
crossword puzzle.) 

 
Materials 
 

• Crossword puzzle 
• Paper 
• Pencils/pens 
• Timer 

 
  



Day 3 
 

Ujima 
(Collective Work and 

Resposibility) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  



Appreciation of Hard Work 
 

One young academically excellent person went to apply for a managerial 
position in a big company. He passed the first interview, the director did the last 
interview, made the last decision. The director discovered from the CV that the 
youth’s academic achievements were excellent all the way, from the secondary 
school until the postgraduate research, Never had a year when he did not score. 

The director asked, “Did you obtain any scholarships in school?” The youth 
answered “none”. 

The director asked,  “Was it your father who paid for your school fees?” The 
youth answered, “My father passed away when I was one year old, it was my 
mother who paid for my school fees”. 

The director asked,  “Where did your mother work?” The youth answered, 
“My mother worked as clothes cleaner. The director requested the youth to show his 
hands. The youth showed a pair of hands that were smooth and perfect”. 

The director asked,  “Have you ever helped your mother wash the clothes 
before?” The youth answered, “Never, my mother always wanted me to study and 
read more books. Furthermore, my mother can wash clothes faster than me”. 

The director said, “I have a request. When you go back today, go and clean 
your mother’s hands, and then see me tomorrow morning”. 

The youth felt that his chance of landing the job was high. When he went 
back, he happily requested his mother to let him clean her hands. His mother felt 
strange, happy but with mixed feelings, she showed her hands to the kid. The youth 
cleaned his mother’s hands slowly. His tear fell as he did that. It was the first time 
he noticed that his mother’s hands were so wrinkled, and there were so many 
bruises in her hands. Some bruises were so painful that his mother shivered when 
they were cleaned with water. 

This was the first time the youth realized that it was this pair of hands that 
washed the clothes everyday to enable him to pay the school fee. The bruises in the 
mother’s hands were the price that the mother had to pay for his graduation, 
academic excellence and his future. After finishing the cleaning of his mother’s 
hands, the youth quietly washed all the remaining clothes for his mother. That 
night, mother and son talked for a very long time. Next morning, the youth went to 
the director’s office. 

The Director noticed the tears in the youth’s eyes, asked:  “Can you tell me 
what have you done and learned yesterday in your house?” The youth answered,  “I 
cleaned my mother’s hand, and also finished cleaning all the remaining clothes”. 
The Director asked,  “please tell me your feelings”. The youth said, “Number 1, I 
know now what is appreciation. Without my mother, there would not the successful 
me today. Number 2, By working together and helping my mother, only I now 



realize how difficult and tough it is to get something done. Number 3, I have come 
to appreciate the importance and value of family relationship”. 

The director said,  “This is what I am looking for to be my manager. I want to 
recruit a person who can appreciate the help of others, a person who knows the 
sufferings of others to get things done, and a person who would not put money as 
his only goal in life. You are hired”. Later on, this young person worked very hard, 
and received the respect of his subordinates. Every employee worked diligently and 
as a team. The company’s performance improved tremendously. 
 
Moral: If one doesn’t understand and experience the difficulty it takes to earn the 
comfort provided by their loved ones, than they will never value it.  The most 
important thing is to experience the difficulty and learn to value hard work behind 
all the given comfort. 
  
Story: http://www.moralstories.org/appreciation-of-hard-work/ 
  



Activity  
 
Back to back drawing.  
 Rules: Split into pairs. One person will be the drawer, and the other person 
will explain a drawing that was given to them. The must stand back to back, so that 
the drawer cannot see the picture, and the “explainer” cannot see what the drawer 
has drawn. Once they are finished they will show both pictures and compare. Once 
done, they will talk about what they learned in their roles, and how it ties to 
collective work and responsibility. 
 
Materials 
 

• A picture 
• Paper 
• Pen/pencil 

 
  



 
 

Day 4 
 

Ujaama (Cooperative Economics) 
 
 
 
 

 

  



A Helping Hand by Ray Hansell 
 
Make a difference 
Each day you live 
Open your heart 
Learn to give 
 
Life for many 
Is so unkind 
Giving people 
Are hard to find 
 
So open your heart 
Give what you can 
We’re all responsible 
For our fellow man 
 
It’s so easy to look 
The other way 
But the tables could turn 
On any given day 
 
So help if you can 
For one day you may be 
The one who’s down and out 
The one no one will see 
 
Poem: http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/a-helping-hand-11/ 
  



Activity 
 
Community Service 
  
Things you can do in your home: 

• Freerice.com 
• Gather non-perishables to donate to the food bank 
• Gather clothes to donate to shelter 
• Make hygiene bags (toothbrush, toothpaste, ect.) 
• Pick up trash along the side of the road 

 
  



 
 

Day 5 
 

Nia (Sense of Purpose) 
 
 
 

 

 



The Journey by Mary Oliver  
 
One day you finally knew 
what you had to do, and began, 
though the voices around you 
kept shouting 
their bad advice– 
though the whole house 
began to tremble 
and you felt the old tug 
at your ankles. 
“Mend my life!” 
each voice cried. 
But you didn’t stop. 
You knew what you had to do, 
though the wind pried 
with its stiff fingers 
at the very foundations, 
though their melancholy 
was terrible. 
It was already late 
enough, and a wild night, 
and the road full of fallen 
branches and stones. 
But little by little, 
as you left their voices behind, 
the stars began to burn 
through the sheets of clouds, 
and there was a new voice 
which you slowly 
recognized as your own, 
that kept you company 
as you strode deeper and deeper 
into the world 
determined to do 
the only thing you could do– 
determined to save 
the only life you could save. 
 
Poem: http://www.nestintheforest.com/poem-the-journey/ 



Lost Treasure by Brian Johnston 
 
Where do you look when you’re searching for treasure my friend? 
Could the treasure itself perhaps give you a clue? 
Is it more just a shadow of loss, something missing in life, 
Are your tea leaves unsettled perhaps, with no firebird in view? 
 
Maybe just searching for wealth is not feeling enough? 
Is pursuit of mere gold warrior’s path for the heart? 
If your purpose is heart then is magic the cure for what ails? 
How could heart ever proudly be worn if you play a small part? 
 
Treasure means debt has been paid or its value is small, 
And no heart given freely is subject to theft 
For heart always belongs to the giver who gives what he owns 
When you give what you own how does sharing it leave you bereft? 
 
Poem: http://www.poetrysoup.com/poem/lost_treasure_857215 
 
 
  



Activity  
 

• Look back on your list of goals from day 2. Think of 2 or 3 ways you can add 
a better purpose to your life and add them to your list.  

• After listening to the poems of the day, draw or paint a picture to inspire you 
to achieve your goals and remind you of your purpose. Do not share with 
others. 

 
Materials 
 

• Paper 
• Pen/pencil 
• Goal list 
• Paint 

 
  



 

 
Day 6 

 
Kuumba (Creativity) 

 
 

 
 
  



Poem/Short story  
 
Write a poem or short story about creativity. 
 
Activity 
 

• Have a potluck.  
• Clean the house.  
• Celebrate life.  
• Exchange gifts.  
• Announce winners of the games played on day 2.  
• Showcase poem (from day 1 and 6), goals (from day 2 and 5), and picture 

(from day 5). 
 
  



 
 

Day 7 
 

Imani (Faith) 
 
 

 
  



Love, Hope, And Faith by Rusty (Ed) Gibson 
 
We live tomorrow 
the dreams of today 
Our hopes of the future 
gives us faith along the way 
 
Love is the river 
of this wakened state 
Its never out of time 
its never too late 
 
It gives us life 
as it flows through our lives 
It tears through confusion 
loneliness and strife 
 
Love cuts a clear path 
through the test of time 
You can see where it has been 
and watch it unwind 
 
Free as a river  
that you can't control 
You can't even say 
where it might flow 
 
Hope is a power  
that cant be taken away 
It can pull you through 
even the toughest of days 
 
Hope can keep you going 
when everything else fails 
It keeps you company 
on the loneliest of trails 
 
Faith is ever daring 
in the face of defeat 
It can bring you courage 



that nothing can beat 
 
Faith is never doubting 
in yourself or your beliefs 
Holding on to what you know 
when content is just a dream 
 
Faith can give you strength 
to face what the future brings 
Combined with hope and love 
you only need the three of these 
 
Love is like a River 
Hope is like a dream 
Faith is just believing 
with nothing to be seen 
 
So dream of tomorrow 
and Love for today 
Hope with all your heart 
Let Faith show you the way 
 
Poem: http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/love-hope-and-faith-2/ 
  



Activity  
 
Reflect on this year’s Kwanzaa, and ask the following questions: 

• What did you like/dislike? 
• What would you like to do differently? 
• What would you add to the celebration next year? 


